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Limousin
Dear Limousin Friends,

What a difference a year makes! Having gone through
2 years of back to back droughts in 2017 and 2018, this
year has been completely the opposite. With timely rains
and the fortune of missing the flooding that has made life
tough for many farmers and ranchers in the Midwest, we feel
very thankful in 2019. Taking pictures for this newsletter
presented a dilemma I
can’t complain about,
finding areas in the
pasture where the grass wasn’t TOO tall to take
photos!
We are super excited about this set of
calves this year and would like to give you a
little preview this fall. So, join us September
29, 2019 for a tour of our purebred cow herd or
as we refer to them, the factory behind our program. See the impressive upcoming
prospects at their dam’s side as we take a hayride through the pastures. Also,
check out what we’ve been doing with our 3 way cross (Limousin bulls on F1
baldies) all during a relaxed atmosphere of fun, food, and fellowship. Bring your
family, friends, or even a neighbor and we will try to convince them to the benefits
of Limousin. We will be sending out a postcard closer to the date as a reminder.
With cattle numbers up in our herd and help limited, we will once again be
offering many registered females of all ages for sale this fall, bred and open. Keep
posted on our Facebook page and our website for details as they come in.
Hope to see you in
September!
Sincerely,

Glenn Treftz

Cow Family Spotlight
Proving the longevity of
Limousin cows is this
soon-to-be 22 year old
matriarch, TREF 334G,
aka Granny. Surviving the
historic winter of 1997 as
a young calf and then the
brutal winter of 2019, this
remarkable foundation cow
has put countless daughters
and granddaughters into
our herd and several bulls
in our sales. She will
spend what days (or years)
she has left grazing our
pastures and taking it easy.

TREF 334G PICTURED AT 19

TREF WARLORD 334W (SON)

TREF 534W (G. DAUGHTER)

TREF ZODIAK 334Z (SON)

TREF 734L (DAUGHTER)

Bred Heifers
We will have several red and black heifers
bred to these stout bulls available this fall
for sale at private treaty. Also will be 20
F1 black baldie heifers bred to Limousin
bulls.
GLDL J BAR J EXCLUSIVE 704E

B BAR BENTLEY 8D

TREF EZ STREET 107E

Girls, Girls, Girls

TREF 509G

(PAYNES DIESEL DAUGHTER)

TREF 577G

(COLE DAZZLE DAUGHTER)

TREF 584G

(TREF DONE RIGHT DAUGHTER)

TREF 594G

(TOMV DIESEL DAUGHTER)

TREF 518G

(TREF EZ STREET DAUGHTER)

TREF 580G

(TREF DONE RIGHT DAUGHTER)

TREF 592G

(PAYNES DIESEL DAUGHTER)

TREF 597G

(WULFS AMAZING BULL DAUGHTER)

Upcoming Prospects

TREF 012G

(TREF DONE RIGHT SON)

TREF 106G
(TOMV DIESEL SON)

TREF 165G

(COLE DAZZLE SON)

TREF 870G

(TREF DONE RIGHT SON)

TREF 089G

(TOMV DIESEL SON)

TREF 111G

(TREF COAL TRAIN SON)

TREF 918G

(TOMV DIESEL SON)

TREF 707G

(PAYNES DIESEL SON)

Pride of the Pasture

This group of powerful, “Front Pasture” bulls take care of the natural breeding duties and
will be represented strongly in our 2020 sale.

TOMV DIESEL 619D

TREF COAL TRAIN 707C

TREF DONE RIGHT 707D

WULFS CAPER 3303C

Latest Edition
Walking our pastures this spring was this
popular lot we purchased in the 2019 Wulf
sale, Wulfs Fiat K683F. This son of Hunt
Credentials, out of the herd sire producing
donor Wulfs Soloist, has epds in the top 1%
for REA, marbling, and CW making him a
perfect carcass bull.
WULFS FIAT K683F ET

Call or email
for a catalog!
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